Corporate Finance
Exiting a business in a timely and tax
efficient manner
Case study

Our case study involves one of two shareholders of
an established construction firm who wished to retire
and realise the value of his shares within the business.
David Nelson, Senior Partner at Smith Cooper, worked
alongside the client to understand his retirement
aspirations, and formulated specifically tailored
solutions to achieve his aims.

As a result, our client was able to exit the business in
a timely and tax efficient manner, receiving capital
value for his many years of hard work.

Get in touch
www.smithcooper.co.uk

Background
Our client was a 50% shareholder in a regional Civil Engineering Contractor.
The complication was that as a 50% shareholder, our client had no automatic right to receive
value for his shares in a capital form, and needed to not only bring his fellow shareholder to the
table to facilitate his exit, but do so in a way that provided him with an acceptable consideration.

How we helped
David Nelson was appointed to advise on the transaction, working alongside our client to
understand his objectives. Throughout the process, David was responsible for:
■ Negotiating with the remaining shareholder’s advisors to achieve an optimal value for
our client’s shareholding
■ Formulating and delivering an optimal strategy in an appropriate time frame that suited
the clients financial and personal objectives
■ Ensuring that the exit was done in a tax efficient manner for both our client and the
Company

The result
The final consideration achieved was over 30% higher than the initial offer.

GET IN TOUCH
David Nelson is Smith Cooper’s Senior Partner, operating in the Business Advisory division. David
specialises in providing advice and commercial solutions to high-growth business clients on
matters ranging from fundraising to developing business strategy and looking at acquisition
targets.
If you would like to get in touch with David, please see his contact details below:
E david.nelson@smithcooper.co.uk
T 01332 374451

